
Annexure-S

Numbering System for CTSE and RELHS Cards

"-- .
The CTSE card shall be a unique number which cannot be duplicated. The following system isl

envisaged:-

1. There will be two types of cards with retired people:- Those who are only RELHSmembers and

those who in addition to RELHSopt for CTSEas well. So, the card number will start either with

RELHSor CTSE.

2. The CTSEcard holder will automatically be a beneficiary of RELHSservices also. However, vice-

versa will not be true.

3. At present Railway have more than lllakh pensioners. That means we will have to give a seven

digit unique number to each family. Hence, after prefix the number will start from 10,00,001.

4. The number on the card of ex- employee himself/herself shall be suffixed with A, Spouse card

number shall be suffixed with B, and other family member's card shall be suffixed with C, 0, E

and so on (this order shall be as already shown on RELHScard).

5. Hence, first of the ex-employees who will register for CTSE scheme, before anybody else, will

have card no. as follows:

Employee himself

Wife of employee

Unmarried dependent of employee

Who appears next in seriatim as per

RELHSCard, and so on.

5.1 In the case of new retirees, this order shall be as shown in settlement papers.

5.2 It is possible that both husband and wife are serving in Railway. In such cases, alphabet

'A' is for the person retiring earlier.

CTSE1000001 A.

CTSE1000001 B.
CTSE1000001 C.

6. Similarly, RELHScard will also have numbers starting from 1000001 but it will be preceded by

RELHSinstead ofthe CTSE.The scheme for suffixes will be the same as explained above.

7. To start with, CTSEscheme is being thrown open as a pilot for those staff who plan to register

for post retirement medical benefits in any Health Unit/Hospital located in Delhi (UA),

Mumbai(UA), Chennai (UA) and KolKata (UA).
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